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Press Release – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – 
Gothenburg, Sweden – November 11th, 2021 

 
Thunderful Hosts Successful Videogames 
Digital Showcase Event 
 
SteamWorld Headhunter leads announcements of new IPs and updates 
on anticipated games at Thunderful World event 
 

 
 
Yesterday, on November 10th, Thunderful Games hosted its debut digital showcase event, 
Thunderful World. Streamed live on Twitch and co-streamed by industry-leading media 
partner IGN, sixteen titles were shown at the event, including six world premieres. 
 
The strong lineup of titles appearing at Thunderful World were led by the announcement of 
the next entry in the multi-million selling and multi-award winning SteamWorld franchise, 
SteamWorld Headhunter. 
 
“We’ve been delighted by the positive reception to Thunderful World,” said Thunderful Group 
CEO Brjánn Sigurgeirsson. “The event was a great opportunity to show the world what we 
are about and stake our claim as a leading force in the global games industry as we realise 
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our goal of building a 360-degree game company built on our core pillars of development, 
publishing and investment. The acclaim we’ve received for the event and the games that 
were shown is yet more evidence that we are on the right track and we are excited to build 
upon this for future events”. 
 
Media Contacts 
Tom Davis 
Thunderful Games Senior PR Manager 
tom.davis@thunderfulgames.com 
 
Chris Clarke  
Plan of Attack on behalf of Thunderful 
chris@planofattack.biz 
 
About Thunderful Games 
Founded in 2017 Thunderful Games is one of the two business segments in Thunderful 
Group AB, the other being Thunderful Distribution. Over the last few years Thunderful Games 
has, organically and via acquisitions, grown into a global organization with eight development 
studios and over 300 employees. Besides the award-winning internal development pipeline, 
Thunderful Games also publishes a large number of third-party titles and invests in external 
game projects. 
 
About Thunderful Group 
Thunderful Group is a group of companies active in development and publishing of games 
and distribution of, i.e., Nintendo products, games, game accessories and toys. The 
headquarters is located in Gothenburg, Sweden, with additional offices in Aarhus, Cologne, 
Copenhagen, Helsingborg, Helsinki, Hohenwestedt, Hong Kong, Karlshamn, Kungsbacka, 
Larvik, Madrid, Malmö, Skövde and Sunderland. The Group's overall goal is to provide high-
quality entertainment products for people of all ages. Thunderful Group is listed on Nasdaq 
First North Premier. FNCA Sweden AB is appointed Certified Adviser, info@fnca.se, +46(0)8-
528 00 399. 
 


